Blokey Stuff
For the men in your life, or the boy within.

Fathers Day is 6 th September
August 2009
Bookseat
Read in bed, at the
table whilst eating,
even in the bath. It
incorporates a clear
page holder that
keeps the book
open. Pouch at rear
for holding your
reading glasses, or even a mobile phone. Assorted
Stubby Holders
colours. Australian invention. $39.95
Just arrived is a new batch of cool holders for your
beer. Slogans include; Not another bloody can
holder, Clint Eastwood from the western movie The
good, the bad and the ugly, Bank of Dad Supporting
the family for generations, To Drink or Not to
Drink What a stupid question. $9.95 each
Blokey Stuff recent deliveries

Licenced Mugs
Glazed ceramic coffee mugs printed in colour. Even
the box they come in is themed up. $12.95 - $14.95

Powerballs
We have received a new range powerballs. These
gyroscopes are cool toys and used for building
strength in the hand, wrist and arm, even treating
sore wrists. Used by golfers, comp uter gamers,
musicians, and martial artists. We also have
docking station to help start them and meters to
measure speed and revolutions. Balls from $39.95.
Blokey Stuff
Tel: 02 9687 0407

Star Trek Models
We now have a new batch of Star Trek ship models.
All pre-painted injection moulded plastic, requiring
minor assembly. Restock and new ships. $29.95 ea
Darwin Fish Mug
Glazed ceramic coffee mug with
Darwin Fish symbol to stir
believers. This fish has legs –
subversion by evolution. $14.95

Giant Microbes
These fluffy toys with scientific explanations
depicting microbes are very popular, if weird. New
bugs include C.Diff, Toxoplasmosis, Anthrax and
Swine Flu! $12.95 ea.
Shaving Gear
We stock various shave
sets, blades, brushes,
razors including cut
throat, shave soap, etc.
Budget to luxury prices.
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Leatherman Wave Damascus edition
With exquisite forged and
etched Damascus design on
the outside-accessible knife
and serrated knife blades,
this is a special collectors’
edition of Leatherman’s
popular multi- tool. Only
1000 of the Limited-edition
Damascus Wave will be produced, and each tool
will be numbered. Only 100 have been allocated to
Australia. Order in only. $990
Leatherman Clip Watch
Not all watches must be worn on your
wrist. Many of us work at tasks where
a wrist watch would be in the way.
This watch can be worn from your
waist or even attached to a bag. The
watch incorperates a LED torch and a
compass. $99.95
Leatherman: Freestyle
New model for 2009. Sturdy pliers
and knife with Leatherman’s
quality and style. $99.95

Finger Drums
For the musically minded
executive
who
has
everything. Practice your
drumming chops in those 'quiet' office moments
with this groovy desktop mini drum kit. It has 2
toms, a snare, kick drum and cymbal. You can play
freestyle, use the pre-recorded demo track, or even
record your own grooves. $39.95
Razor Cut Throat Stainless Steel
Stainless steel handle.
Uses
single
edge
disposable blades. This
is a good razor to learn
how to use a straight
razor without having to learn how to keep it sharp.
Be brave! $25.00
Super Dad Beer Stein
Great for Fathers Day! Glass
beer stein, plastic freezy beer
stein or ceramic coffee mug.
$9.95 each

Magwear
Magwear is a magnetic tray
which straps to your wrist
and holds screws, nails or
other small steel items while
you keep working.
Great for working up a ladder
or other awkward places. $14.95
Led Lenser Torch M1

New model. 170 lumens maximum output (This is
very bright). Slide focus from spot to spread. The
clever pushbutton switch will always turn the torch
on full, but if you part push it you can get to a dim
mode or strobe mode. 97mm x 27mm
Very high performance from little torch. $120.00
Women Remote Control
Control a woman. Make her do what
you want. You wish!
Instructions: Point at woman, press
any button, hope for the best. This is a
novelty remote control, a gadget looks
like a normal remote control until you
carefully read how the buttons are
labeled. No batteries required, runs on
hope. Probably won't work, but there
is always hope. $9.95
Magnetic World Jigsaw Pen
Stand
Pen stand - a cup to hold pens on
your desk. Polished stainless steel
cup holds a curved metal
magnetised
jigsaw
puzzle
depicting the world map.
Something to fiddle with instead
of doing your paperwork. $29.95
Personal Trimmer
A bloke gets to an age when he starts
growing hair in places he had not noticed
before - nose and ears. Keep it under
control with this tool for which one does
not want much power (Single AA battery
supplied). $24.95
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